Comparative Analysis of Domain-Spanning Simulation Concepts Referring to Integrated Drive Systems

In many fields of engineering (e.g. automotive engineering, robotics, automation engineering, biomedical engineering, consumer electronics at al.) the number of optimal adjusted drive solutions, which are more efficient than standard drives increases. This trend is accompanied by two tendencies: On the one hand the drive subsystems (box, energy converter, gear, power electronics, measuring system, different sensors, controller) are combined to form a heterogenic unit. On the other hand, the drives are more and more integrated into the superordinated systems. The analysis of successful examples of integrated drives shows that the most important aspect of the integration process is the sharing of available resources in the drive substructures and the superordinated system. From this point of view in general four orthogonal kinds of integration can be specified:

- **geometric integration** (e.g. compact construction, higher packing density),
- **matter integration** (e.g. the drive box accomplish the function of electromagnetic shielding),
- **energetic integration** (e.g. intelligent energy management),
- **information integration** (e.g. coordinated control of several drive systems by using the state information of the drives).

The four specified integration kinds can occur separately or concurrently. The objective of the integration process is always the optimal realising of drive systems with requirements regarding functionality, economic viability and reliability under defined economical restrictions and deadlines. Successful integrated drive systems distinguish through using the minimum of material resources during fabrication and minimum of energy resources in the operation.

The high integration level also means a high level of interactions between different drive substructures, as soon as between drives and superordinated systems. Thus the domain-spanning modelling and simulation of the whole drive system taking into account
both the phenomena in the several domains and the interactions between the domains is very useful during the development process. In the area of mechatronic drive systems primarily the domains electro-magnetics, mechanics, thermodynamics and control are of interest. Further interesting domains are acoustics, fluid dynamics and other.

In addition to usual natural requirements regarding low computing resources and adequateness of simulation results on the part of industrial enterprises following requirements to domain-spanning simulation are defined:

- Commercial availability of simulators,
- Acceptable learning curve,
- Intuitive and easy operation,
- Assistance features for modelling, parameter identification, and choice of numerical methods.

The existing approaches for domain-spanning simulation of integrated drive systems can be divided into two groups:

- Coupled simulation,
- Joint simulation.

The coupled simulation approach bases on the partitioning of the domain-spanning problem in several domain-specific problems, which are simulated by corresponding specific simulators. The interactions between the substructures are taken into account by data exchange between the simulators and are strongly depended on the coupling algorithm of simulators. The advantages of this approach are the high availability of maturated domain specific simulators for many special problems and the opportunity of modelling with relatively high level of detail. The main disadvantage is that the interactions, which are often most interesting, are depended by the organising of data exchange between the simulators (coupling algorithm, sequencing of simulations, fixed or variable communication step, size of communication step, uncertainty of variables to be transferred and other).

In the joint simulation approach the domain-spanning problem are simultaneously simulated by means of one simulator. This approach can be divided into two groups again: Joint simulation by means of established

- Mono-disciplinary or
- Multi-disciplinary simulator.

There are two ways for applying of mono-disciplinary simulators. The first way consist in the modelling of domain own effects as usually and the mapping of the influences of not
belonging domains by means of concepts of the dominant domain. This way is especially feasible in cases of weak interactions, when only the influences of other domains on the dominant domain are interesting, but not the phenomena in other domains. The second way consist in the modelling of the whole system by means of concepts of the dominant domain applying the physical analogy relations. This way is restricted by limitations of physical analogy relations and loss of plausibility. A general difficulty in the domain-spanning simulation with a mono-disciplinary simulator is that the solver is adjusted only for domain specific problems. However, both ways are very friendly for users, which are specialists in the dominant domain.

By applying of an a priori multi-disciplinary simulator both the domain-specific phenomena and interactions are modelled by a general formalism (e.g. general network theory, bond graph theory and other), which is more or less universally. This approach also bases on the physical analogy relations with their specific restrictions. The advantages are that the solvers are adjustable for multi scale problems. Thus the simulation results are as rule better than in the case of mono-disciplinary simulators. In the table below the results of comparative analysis of two approaches is represented. The chosen comparison criteria are relevant for industrial enterprises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Coupled Simulation</th>
<th>Joint Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning curve</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for analysis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for synthesis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency of models</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of detail of domain specific phenomenon modeling</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of detail of interactions modeling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to combine the advantages of both approaches a mixed simulation approach are proposed (see fig. 1). This approach represents a concept of cooperation of the domain-spanning model with the domain-specific models with different levels of detail. The proposed approach meets especially the demands of

- equal consideration of the domains mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, thermodynamics as well as their interactions;
- including the control aspects;
vertical compatibility between the models of the same domain with different levels of detail;
horizontal compatibility between the models with the same level of detail, which belong to different domains;
suitability for analysis as well as for synthesis;
supporting of the top-down design approach.

Fig. 1 Structure of the mixed simulation approach for integrated drive systems.

For more detailed description of the mixed simulation approach and its applying for the simulation of integrated drive systems see [1], [2].
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